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Abstract 

In order to preserve the integrity of large tokamaks such as ITER, the number of disruptions has to be 

limited. JET has operated previously with a low frequency of disruptions (i.e. disruption rate) of 3.4% [P.C. 

de Vries, et al., Nucl. Fusion 51 (2011) 053018]. The start of operations with the new full-metal ITER-like 

wall at JET showed a marked rise in the disruption rate to 10%. A full survey was carried out to identify the 

root causes, the chain-of-events and classifying each disruption, similar to a previous analysis for carbon-

wall operations. It showed the improvements made to avoid various disruption classes, but also indicated 

those disruption types responsible for the enhanced disruption rate. The latter can be mainly attributed to 

disruptions due to too high core radiation but also due to density control issues and error field locked 

modes. Detailed technical and physics understanding of disruption causes is essential for devising 

optimized strategies to avoid or mitigate these events. 
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I. Introduction 

During a disruption the growth of instabilities destroy the confinement, yielding a rapid loss of a large 

fraction of the thermal energy (i.e. the thermal quench). This usually leads to a plasma current quench on a 

slower time scale and is often accompanied by a loss of vertical stability, a so-call vertical displacement 

event (VDE) [1, 2]. Disruptions are a key issue for large Tokamaks such as ITER because of the fast release 

of high thermal and magnetic energies, resulting in large electromagnetic forces and extreme heat loads that 

can compromise the integrity of the device [3, 4]. At JET, presently the largest tokamak in the world, 

excessive disruption forces have caused damage to in-vessel components in the past. Moreover, the recent 

installation of the new, part Beryllium and part Tungsten, ITER-like wall (ILW) [5] has made the plasma-

facing components less tolerable to heat loads and disruptions were found to be capable of causing localised 

melting of Beryllium PFCs [6]. This is exacerbated by the fact that the change in main chamber plasma-

facing-components (PFCs) from carbon to Beryllium has resulted in significantly less energy being radiated 

during the disruption process. Hence, during a disruption a larger fraction of the plasma thermal and 

magnetic energy is conducted to the already more fragile ILW. With the carbon wall the post thermal 

quench temperature was held low by impurity line radiation [7]. With the ILW, the lower radiation allowed 

higher plasma temperatures during the current quench, thus slowing it down because it scales inversely with 

the plasma resistivity. The slower current quench made it more difficult to generate runaway electrons at 

JET, but also resulted in larger vessel displacements due to resonant amplification [8, 9]. These results 

made it necessary to start using active mitigation by means of massive gas injection (MGI), for operations 

at higher plasma current (Ip≥2.5MA), in order to safely operate with the ILW [10, 9].  

It is clear that disruptive events should, at best, be avoided. A figure-of-merit for disruption 

avoidance is the disruption rate, i.e. the fraction of discharges that disrupt unintentionally [11]. JET has 

operated during the last years with carbon PFCs with a relatively low disruption rate of 3.4% [12]. The start 

of operations with the ILW in 2011/2012 showed a marked rise in the average disruption rate to 10% [8]. 

Such an increase could be expected temporarily, as the impact of the ILW on plasma behaviour will require 

tuning and redevelopment of operation scenarios and control schemes that were established during carbon 

wall operations. The trends in disruption rates observed during first operations with the ILW are 

summarised in section II and compared with previous carbon wall operation. 

Disruptions are usually caused by a complex sequence of events that eventually push the tokamak 

plasma towards its stability limits. The reasons for the more frequent disruptions (i.e. higher disruption rate) 

can only be understood if a clear picture of the exact causes of each ILW disruption is obtained. This means 

on the one hand an analysis of technical issues, often control problems, but also a detailed look into the 

physics instabilities that develop in these discharges. Section III will present an overview of this analysis, 

high-lighting the differences seen between operation prior and post ILW installation. Effective disruption 

avoidance and prediction schemes can only be developed when detailed knowledge of the root causes and 

subsequent events leading up to a disruption are at hand. The dominant cause of disruptions during 2011-
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2012 ILW operation was found to be due to too high levels of high-Z impurities and high core radiation. 

Section IV gives a description of the development of such disruptions.  

Only a full statistical analysis of the occurrence of this class of disruptions will provide quantitive 

information on the effectiveness of avoidance techniques and possible warning signs that could be used to 

trigger mitigating actions. For example the disruptivity [11] can be determined as a function of various 

plasma parameters and these results will be shown and discussed in section V. A new statistical analysis 

will be presented in section VI providing a better picture on why these slowly developing disruptions occur 

but also indicating possible warning signs and methods that can be used to avoid them. The final section VII 

will discuss the conclusions and provide an outlook to the future campaigns at JET.  

 

II. Disruption avoidance with the ITER-like wall 

During the first operations with the ILW in 2011 to 2012 in total 400 disruptions took place, of which 126 

were intentionally performed to study disruption physics, yielding 274 unintentional disruptions. It is 

important to note that disruptions are counted here as those events having a current quench faster than 

dIp/dt>5MA/s that start at a plasma current Ip>1MA. As will be shown in section IV, the exact definition is 

especially important for the accounting of ILW disruptions. The ILW can affect the disruption physics such 

that it slows down the current quench [8], in some cases, to such an extent that a thermal quench is observed 

without being followed by a significant current quench at all.  

The disruption rate is defined as the fraction of plasma discharges with a plasma current above 

Ip=1MA that have unintentional disruptions at or above this current [11]. In total 2824 discharges with a 

plasma current above Ip>1MA were carried out in 2011-2012, yielding an averaged unintentional disruption 

rate of 10%. It is however important to understand that the JET tokamak is an experiment, meaning it 

develops new scenarios and actively explores its stability boundaries, which will negatively impact on the 

disruption avoidance. Nevertheless, this unintentional disruption rate is higher than that achieved during last 

experimental campaigns carried out with the carbon wall, which was as low as 3.4% [12].  

These values are averaged over a large period of operation and usually large variations are found.  

In figure 1 the disruption rate for the various stages of the campaign to explore and expand operations with 

the ILW is shown. The campaign started with a series of short interleaved commissioning and experimental 

phases (pulse range 80128-81725) during which the operation range, especially of the auxiliary power, was 

enhanced. More exploration was done during the experimental phases which showed a slightly higher 

disruption rate than during pure commissioning. However, during these moderate power phases the overall 

rate was rather limited and well below 10%. Thereafter H-mode operations started (81725-83620), yielding 

an increase in the number of disruptions with eventually a period of high current and high auxiliary power 

experiments during which 20% of all discharges disrupted. However, the campaigns were ended with 2 

weeks of repetitive operations of a well-prepared H-mode scenario (83621-83794). Of the 152 nearly 
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identical plasma discharges only 5 (3.3%) disrupted, suggesting that absence of experimentation and 

exploration can avoid disruptions but also that ILW operation with a low disruption rate is possible. 

 

III. Disruption causes with the ITER-like wall 

The start of operations with the new ILW has shown to have affected JET operations in many ways [13]. 

The need for redevelopment of operating scenarios and control schemes, that were well-established for the 

carbon wall, can explain the observed increase in disruption rate. To obtain a better insight however, 

technical and physics causes of disruptions need to be analysed. For each of the 275 unintentional 

disruptions, that occurred during ILW operations in 2011-2012, the sequence of events that led to the 

thermal quench has been determined. The methods used were identical to those employed for the survey of 

carbon wall disruptions [12]. Figure 2 shows a statistical summary of the results for the ILW which can be 

directly compared to the equivalent carbon wall study as shown in figure 4 of ref. [12], although this 

concerned data from a much longer operational period. Table 1, explains the labelling of each node, 

identified as a characteristic problem or step in the process that eventually results in a disruption.  

Those disruptions that follow a typical path through figure 2 can be grouped or classed together as 

was previously done for carbon wall operation [12]. In table 2, the occurrence of the various disruption 

classes as fraction of the number of discharges (with Ip>1MA) for 3 operational periods is given. The data 

are shown for a long period of carbon wall operation from 2000 to 2010 used in ref. [12]. This first series is 

an average over nearly a decade of operations. A better comparison is between the two periods directly 

before the installation of the ILW (2007 to 2009) and after (2011 to 2012), given in the last two columns of 

table 2, respectively. 

There are a number of obvious differences. For example no disruptions due to too strong internal 

transport barriers (ITB) took place, for the simple reason that ITB scenarios were not performed yet with 

the ILW so far. The absence of any disruptions due to vertical stability (VS) control issues might be 

attributable to the VS control upgrade prior to the installation of the ILW [14]. Moreover, advancement in 

the design of emergency termination scenarios seems to have improved the control over the plasma during 

such events and avoided disruptions, shown by the absence of a return-path ML�STOP (indicated by the 

dashed line in figure 1). This was a frequent problem during carbon wall operations [12].  

It was observed experimentally, that higher line-averaged densities could be achieved in H-mode 

with the ILW compared with a carbon wall [15, 8]. The explanation for this change in density-limit can be 

found in the lower carbon levels, hence lower radiation levels and different recycling properties, when 

operating at high densities with the ILW. However, similar as for carbon wall operations, very few 

unintentional H-mode density limit disruptions usually occur, [12]. Thus little beneficial effect on the 

occurrence of disruptions can be attributed to the change in the H-mode density limit. Although often 

intentionally studied, natural Greenwald limit disruptions do not feature regularly during normal operations, 

as shown in table 2. More common for operations with a carbon wall was that density control was 
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compromised by increased recycling when errors in the position or shape control brought the plasma too 

close to the carbon wall, following the path SC�WAL�RCY. The change in recycling properties with the 

new ILW meant that only very few such disruptions occurred as can be seen in figure 2. The occurrence of 

other disruption classes, such as for example neo-classical tearing modes (NTMs) was found to be 

unchanged. 

Besides these positive differences, some paths have worsened in 2011-2012. Firstly, it was found 

that more often disruptions due to error field locked modes took place. The new wall is rather 

uncompromising with respect to any failure of density control. In case of a failed actuator (gas valve) or 

erroneous control signal, the density may drop quickly to very low levels. This in turn will allow error field 

locked modes to penetrate the plasma (NC�LON�ML), while with the carbon wall, recycling often 

maintained a high enough density to avoid these modes. Secondly, disruptions occurred due to strong 

radiation peaking, something that was uncommon (but not absent) with the carbon wall, which were 

grouped in a new class in table 2. Such problems occurred in 4.6% of all discharges in 2011-2012, making 

it, by far, the dominant disruption cause. In total 131 cases were identified and if these would have been 

avoided the disruption rate would have been a respectable 5%.  

Of these 131 cases 52% happened during the exit from H-mode (after the switch-off of the auxiliary 

heating), although usually the radiation peaking already developed during the main heating phase. It should 

be said that analysis presented here does not give a clear root cause for this disruption class. That is, the 

reasons for the strong core impurity radiation are not always clear. Often the radiation peaking is a slow 

process, associated to high Z impurity transport yielding impurity accumulation in the core. Although in 

30% of the cases the radiation increase is much faster than transport time-scales and might be associated by 

a sudden in-flux of impurity material due to an enhanced divertor source. Such fast influxes should not be 

confused by events caused by so-called UFOs or transient impurity events. Although such events were often 

found to be present in ILW discharges [16], fewer caused disruptions, compared to carbon wall operations 

in 2007 to 2009 [12]. 

 

IV. Disruptions due to high core radiation 

This section describes the plasma destabilization due to radiation peaking that resulted in disruptions of 

nearly ∼15% of all H-mode pulses during 2011-2012. In figure 3, a typical example is shown of a discharge 

that accumulates high Z impurities and develops a strongly peaked radiation profile. In this specific case the 

radiation increases rapidly, after about t∼10.5s, associated with a sudden increase of the divertor impurity 

source. Although the total radiation never exceeds the total input power, locally in the core it affects the 

power balance and within ∼500ms the temperature profile becomes hollow while the density profile 

strongly peaks. Thereafter these profiles stabilise.   

On a much slower (resistive) time scale, the hollow temperature profile, starts to affect the current 

density, indicated by the slow reduction in internal inductance. CRONOS interpretative calculations [17] 
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provide information on the q-profile modification, showing the slow development of a hollow q-profile with 

a central q reaching qo>2 at t∼12.7s. This is corroborated by the frequencies of various MHD instabilities 

spinning up (figure 4), suggesting rational q-surfaces moving inward. These core instabilities and the value 

of qo are not the reason for the disruption and in other examples a much smaller increase of qo is found. 

These disruptions are always initiated by a low frequency, here f∼2.5kHz, n=1 instability (figure 4) in the 

outer part of the plasma [18]. As shown in figure 4, this mode can remain in the plasma for more than a 

second, although there are also cases seen that lock immediately. In figure 3 the mode shows a sudden 

growth from t=12.8s, when it locks, growing further, yielding a first thermal quench at t=13.16s. It is 

thought, but not proven, that this mode is driven unstable by the broadening of the q-profile, due to current 

being expelled from the cold core. It suggests a relation to similar instabilities found during too fast current 

ramp-ups or in advanced tokamak scenarios when the edge q is close to a rational value [12]. Hence, a fast 

reduction of the plasma current may have a stabilizing effect on these plasmas. Note the particularly slow 

current quench that follows the first thermal quench, lasting for nearly a second, until finally just before 

t=14s a VDE develops, which increases the current quench rate. 

This class of disruptions develops slowly, on resistive timescales allowing the change in q-profile 

required to trigger the MHD instabilities, and hence provide ample warning signs for the triggering of 

mitigating schemes. One should note that the features described above are more common than the 

occurrence of disruptions (i.e. a fast current quench). The thermal quench of the actual disruption process, 

might have a beneficial impact on the plasma, by ejecting part of the high-Z material from the core. Hence, 

after the thermal quench the (core) temperature could increase significantly with the ILW, preventing a 

clear current quench and often yielding a soft landing [8]. A comparison of two identical discharges is 

shown in figure 5, with marked drops in radiation after the thermal quench followed by an increase in the 

core temperature. One case results in a soft landing while the other loses shape and vertical stability control, 

yielding a VDE. With the carbon wall, predominantly carbon radiation would have kept the post-thermal 

quench temperature low, preventing the temperature increase by Ohmic heating, the healing of flux surfaces 

and always ensuring a fast current quench. 

Approximately 35% of all H-mode discharges with the ILW developed a thermal quench, though 

less than half developed a current quench fast enough to be counted as a disruption according to the 

definition used in section II. The fact that current quenches are significantly slower or even absent with the 

ILW makes disruption accounting more ambiguous compared to carbon wall operations and affects the 

calculation of the disruption rate and disruptivity, as will be shown in the next section. Obviously this will 

also complicate the assessment of disruption predictors that usually aim to detect the thermal quench [19]. 

The cause analysis presented in section II is done only up to first thermal quench. For the ILW the period 

after the first thermal quench can have a significant duration, during which new instabilities may grow 

triggering further thermal quenches, or plasma stability might be compromised in other ways, like the 

development of a VDE.  
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V. Disruptivity with the ITER-like wall 

A statistical analysis of the occurrence of disruption classes, such as discussed in the previous section, with 

respect to the operational range, can provide useful information on why and when such disruptions may 

develop. The disruptivity is the likelihood that tokamak plasmas within a specific operational state, disrupts. 

It can be defined as the number of times a disruption occurs when the plasma is within a specific parameter 

range, divided by the total duration the device operated within the same range [11]. It is worth recalling that 

a disruption is here defined by the development of a fast current quench.  

As pointed out above, whether a fast current quench would develop after the thermal quench, or 

not, may depend on the post-quench stability. Figure 6a shows the disruptivity over the period 2011-2012 as 

a function of plasma triangularity. A higher disruptivity is found for high triangularity configurations, 

because these usually have a faster vertical growth rate and hence are more difficult to control and prone to 

develop a VDE and thus a fast current quench. Redundancy in control systems, in this case the vertical 

stability control, clearly affects the disruptivity. The two discharges compared in figure 5 both used a low 

triangularity configuration, increasing the likelihood that the vertical stability after the thermal quench can 

be maintained. The class of disruptions shown in figure 5, also shows a strong degradation of energy 

confinement prior to the thermal quench. Hence, the associated β drop is limited avoiding further 

difficulties for the vertical position control. 

Another factor that determines disruptivity can be related to the mitigating action triggered by 

precursors or the thermal quench itself. At plasma currents of Ip≥2.5MA, ILW operation required the active 

mitigation by MGI that was usually triggered by the locked mode at the thermal quench [10], hence, 

enforcing fast current quench. The pre-emptive use of MGI therefore resulted in a higher disruptivity when 

operating at higher plasma currents as shown in figure 6b and increased the overall disruption rate during 

the latter part of the 2012 campaign (see figure 1). 

Although the disruption rate gives a general figure-of-merit for disruption avoidance, the 

disruptivity can provide information on those physics parameters that determine the plasma stability or 

disruptive operational limits [11, 20]. Note that the average disruptivity, over the entire operational space 

and period, is equal to the average disruption rate divided by the average pulse duration. Thus the average 

level may vary per operational period. But above average disruptivity for a specific operational range 

indicates that likelihood to develop a disruption has increased. Disruptivity calculations can be used to 

obtain insight in what the key parameters are that determine the occurrence of the new disruption class, 

discussed in section IV. Moreover, it may provide information on how to avoid such disruptions.  

However there are a number of deficiencies with respect to the definition of disruptivity, as given 

above, which would complicate such study. Firstly, the definition above is an all inclusive calculation, 
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meaning that different disruption classes are added together. This is fine when studying the disruptivity with 

respect to operational parameters or the proximity to main operational limits [11, 20], however for a better 

physics insight on one type of disruption, it might be better not to mix the data of different disruption 

classes. Secondly, the disruptivity assumes a direct causality between the present plasma state and the 

occurrence of a disruption. In reality the disruption process may develop slowly and the disruption may 

occur when the plasma has changed state, compared to that when the instabilities are triggered that 

eventually lead to the disruption. For example, disruptions that reach the H-mode density limit usually 

result into a back-transition to a lower confinement and density state in which the disruption takes place. 

Hence, it doesn’t disrupt exactly at the density limit. Similarly, as shown in section IV, the disruptions due 

to high-Z impurities and core radiation, develop slowly, with significant delays between the modification of 

key plasma parameters, i.e. the temperature and q profiles, the triggering of the MHD instability and its 

final locking and disruption. The time-delayed causality that exists for many disruptive processes will blur 

the image obtained when calculating the standard disruptivity as defined previously [11]. In reality the 

plasma stability and disruptivity will depend on multiple parameters and resolving these complex 

correlations requires more advanced multi-dimensional studies such as reported in refs. [21, 22]. Finally, 

disruption classes are characterized by the chain of events that lead to the thermal quench, which may be 

disconnected from the development of the current quench, as discussed above. Hence, if one would like to 

use calculations of disruptivity to study specific disruption classes, one should link it to the occurrence of 

the event of the thermal quench.  

In order not to mix different disruptive processes, the disruptivity has been calculated over all 

discharges in 2011-2012 that either did not disrupt or disrupted due to high radiation peaking. Discharges 

that developed other disruption classes were filtered out. Parameters were sampled every 50ms providing 

104585 data points per parameter, totalling 1.453 hours of plasma operations. All cases that developed a 

thermal quench have been regarded as disruptive, in total 228 cases which is 33.8% of the total. This is a 

higher percentage than would be obtained if only fast current quenches are considered. The average 

disruptivity over the entire dataset is 43 10
-3
 s
-1
.  

In figure 7a, the disruptivity is shown as a function of the peaking of both the radiation and 

temperature profile. These parameters are calculated, respectively, as the ratio of the sum of two central 

channels (#13,#15) and the sum of two off-axis channels (#10,#20) of the horizontal bolometer and the ratio 

of the core electron temperature and that in the outer part of the plasma (r/a=0.6), as measured by High-

Resolution Thomson Scattering (HRTS). The figure shows that with higher values of radiation profile 

peaking, flatter or hollow temperature profiles are obtained. Areas with very high disruptivity (> 1 s
-1
) are 

found in parameter ranges with flat or hollow temperature profiles. But a clear disruptive limit is difficult to 

draw in figure 7a.   

 

VI. Predictive disruptivity  
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To take into consideration the time-delayed causality, a new calculation has been performed. The time that 

all discharges, that will eventually disrupt, were within a specific parameter space, is divided by the total 

duration (disruptive and non-disruptive) operated in the same range. This ratio is labelled the ‘predictive 

disruptivity’. While the disruptivity gives the likelihood of a disruption within a specific parameter space, 

the predictive disruptivity indicates if it may disrupt later when it moves through this space. A value of 

unity means that all discharges that reached this parameter range will disrupt, although not necessarily at 

this point. The predictive disruptivity shown in figure 7b, can be compared with figure 7a, and shows a 

clear area in which disruptions due to radiation peaking are unavoidable. All disruptions due to high core 

radiation in 2011-2012 were found to be in this area at one point of time.  

In this dataset 33.8% of all discharges disrupted (i.e. developed a thermal quench), and any areas 

with a predictive disruptivity less than this value can be regarded as particularly safe. Not only is this 

operational space less disruptive but it is also less likely develop towards a more unstable area. Hence, 

operation in this area may avoid disruptions all together. This shows that predictive disruptivity can form a 

strong basis for both the development of avoidance techniques and triggers for mitigation schemes. One can 

determine the average time it takes before a disruption takes place, as shown in figure 7c. In the area where 

disruptions are unavoidable still an averaged time-to-disruption of roughly a second is found. Interestingly 

contours of constant time-to-disruption show a vertical pattern, suggesting that this time is less dependent 

on the shape of the temperature profile. However, the predictive disruptivity, in figure 7b, clearly shows a 

dependence on both the radiation and temperature profile shape.   

The parameters used in figure 7 are obviously relevant to this specific disruption class. Trends with 

other parameters are less clear, and the occurrence of these disruptions seemed not to be connected to, for 

example; total amount of radiation ot edge temperatures. The same counts for operational parameters like 

the plasma current, total input power and the amount of gas dosing during the H-mode phase, used to 

control the impurity source. More likely linked to the MHD destabilization, than the temperature profile 

peaking, is the shape of the q-profile itself, which is however, not easily obtained for the large dataset used 

here. Figure 8 shows disruptivity and predictive disruptivity as a function of the safety factor at the edge 

(q95) and the internal inductance. The figure shows that there is a relationship between lower inductance, i.e. 

broader q-profiles, and the occurrence of this class of disruptions. Moreover, the likelihood increases 

significantly when operating below q95=4. Although with the ITER-like wall impurity accumulation issues 

are just as problematic in hybrid scenarios (at q95∼4) compared to baseline operation (at q95∼3), disruptions 

as a consequence of the impurity influx are less likely. Furthermore, the inset in figure 8b suggests a 

correlation between these disruptions and the proximity of edge rational q (i.e. q95∼2,3 and 4). This is 

further indication about the MHD that is destabilized by the processes described in section IV, although as 

always with statistical studies correlation does not necessarily implies causation. 

It is well-known that providing central electron heating counter acts inward transport of high-Z 

impurities [23, 24, 25]. Providing central heating and keeping temperature profiles peaked is obviously a 
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clear strategy to avoid these disruptions. In figure 9 the predictive disruptivity is shown as a function of the 

fraction of the Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) power to the total input power (fICRH) and again 

the temperature profile peaking. ICRH is the only heating scheme at JET that can provide significant 

localised on-axis electron heating, while neutral beam injection (NBI), especially at high density, has a 

rather broad power deposition profile. Because the ICRH power during the 2011-2012 operational period 

was limited, the dataset used to calculate the predictive disruptivity in figure 9, was enlarged by also 

including data from the first period of operations in 2013. During the latter period up to PICRH=7MW was 

coupled in H-mode discharges. Note that these statistics are done only for the class of disruptions related to 

impurity accumulation. Figure 9 shows a number of interesting features. Firstly, that flat or hollow 

temperature profiles did not develop with fICRH>0.5. Secondly, for a constant temperature profile peaking 

factor (between 3 and 5) the predictive disruptivity decreases with ICRH power fraction. Operating without 

ICRH shows a disruption probability >30%, being the average of the considered period of operations. This 

reduces by a third to below 20% for 0.1<fICRH<0.2 and by two thirds to below 10% if fICRH>0.3.  

 

VII. Discussion and outlook 

The ILW reduced the amount of energy radiated during JET disruptions, yielding larger amounts of energy 

being conducted to the mainly beryllium first wall and moreover, larger forces on the vessel [8, 9]. MGI can 

be applied to ensure higher radiation, mitigating the impact of disruptions. Usually much effort is devoted 

to improving the detection of disruptions, to ensure the timely application of such drastic mitigation 

techniques as MGI. However, for most disruption classes there are ample warning signs, visible well before 

the thermal quench.  More difficult than timely detection is, to develop a set of measures that would either 

prevent further development of the problem (i.e. disruption avoidance) or create a soft landing (i.e. reducing 

plasma current and energy on time). A full statistical study on the occurrence of various disruption causes, 

for example by calculating the disruptivity, gives key information on how to detect and avoid them. It 

provides a quantification of the detection effectiveness or efficiency of avoidance methods.  

Disruptions were more frequent during the first operations with the new ILW compared to recent 

carbon-wall operation, with an average disruption rate of 10% for 2011-2012. The increase can be 

explained by the impact of the ILW on plasma behaviour requiring tuning and redevelopment of standard 

operation scenarios and control schemes. For example the ILW altered the density control hence, scenarios 

and density control recipes, tuned during C wall operations, which had to be redeveloped. The reduction in 

wall recycling led several times to too low a density and hence error field locked modes. Independent from 

the ILW, it was found that the implementation of better controlled emergency terminations, avoided 

disruptions that previously often took place when trying to shut-down the plasma.  

An all-inclusive statistical analysis of disruptive events is not only important to build an honest 

picture of disruption avoidance, but also provide valuable information on disruption detection/prediction 

and even the underlying physics of disruption. It should be noted that disruption accounting and thus the 
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calculation of the disruption rate, is complicated by the ambiguity of the disruption process with the ILW. It 

depends on the exact definition of a disruptive event. For JET a fast current quench and VDE is the most 

relevant event as this phase results in the largest forces and heat loads. Although a fast thermal quench 

alone might already lead to excessive power loads on the first wall in larger and hotter devices such as 

ITER.  

With the ILW, a current quench is not necessarily the consequence of the thermal quench. Hence 

cause of the current quench is therefore (partly) disconnected from the sequence of events that leads to the 

thermal quench. Although the thermal quench could be predicted using the typical warning signs that can be 

observed during the events that lead up to it, these same precursors may not determine whether a fast 

current quench develops, i.e. if the plasma disrupts. The disruptivity was therefore also found to be 

dependent on the plasma stability after the thermal quench, rather than prior to it. Pre-emptive use of MGI, 

normally triggered by the thermal quench or its precursors, increased the number of disruptions as not all 

thermal quenches would always result in a real disruption. Operating without an active MGI mitigation 

system would have resulted in a lower disruption rate, although with the significant risk of melt damage at 

any unmitigated disruption.  

The predominant disruption cause during the first period of operations with the ILW was high core 

radiation due to high-Z impurities. In order to avoid these disruptions, and reduce the disruption rate, proper 

detection and mitigation strategies are being developed. MHD instabilities are triggered by the broadening 

of the current density profile, as more current is expelled from the core due to the low temperatures. The 

calculation of the predictive disruptivity shows a correlation with discrete values of q95, suggesting this 

plays a role in either the triggering of these MHD instabilities or their final locking and growth that leads to 

the thermal quench. The development of these disruptions is usually slow (i.e. order of the resistive time), 

hence ignoring the dynamics may complicate the study to correlate specific parameters (ranges) to the 

occurrence of these disruptions. This is better achieved using the calculation of the predictive disruptivity 

which determines not only if a plasma disrupts but also that it may do so lateron.  The predictive 

disruptivity for these disruptions was found to strongly depend on the hollowness of the temperature profile 

and the peaking of the radiation profile. These two parameters define an area in which these disruptions are 

unavoidable, albeit still with a warning time of approximately 1 second. The root cause of this class of 

disruptions is not (yet) clearly determined. Those cases caused by a fast influx of material might suggest 

improvement of impurity source control. However, most showed signs of slow accumulation. Hence, it is 

imperative to control high-Z impurity transport in JET discharges [25].  

It was shown that the occurrence of these disruptions can be reduced by the application of 

significant fractions of ICRH, an important scheme that will help to reduce the disruption rate in further 

JET campaigns. Note that the 2012 campaigns were finalised by 2 weeks of repetitive H-mode operations, 

with a disruption rate of only 3.3%. Presently JET is expanding its operational range with the ILW, 

increasing the auxiliary heating power (>30MW), at higher plasma currents (Ip>3.5MA), in preparation for 
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possible future D-T experiments [26]. Such an experimental development is expected to lead to more 

disruptions, but is also part of the learning process, eventually reducing the disruption rate to levels 

acceptable for safe operation at high current.  
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Figure and table captions 

 

Figure 1: The unintentional and total disruption rate for the various stages of the first operations with the 

ILW at JET. The commissioning phases are labelled with a c, additionally the fraction of discharges that 

had a disruption mitigated by massive gas injection is given.   

 

Figure 2: A schematic overview, showing the statistics of the sequence-of-events up to the (first) thermal 

quench for 275 unintentional disruptions at JET during the period 2011 to 2012. The width of each arrow 

indicates the number of cases found in the database. For comparison with the carbon wall operations, the 

MHD→ML arrow width is kept the same as that used in figure 4 in ref. [12]. Table 1 and 2 explain the node 

labels. Those nodes in grey were absent in 2011-2012, while those in blue are new on the graph (RPK: 

radiation peaking, PRO: reciprocating probe, DIA: diagnostic failure) 

 

Table 1: List of physics instabilities and limits or technical problems related to JET disruptions found 

during the period of 2000 to 2012, as explained in detail in ref. [12], with a new addition in italic, as 

discussed in section IV. The second column gives the label used in figure 2.  

 

Table 2: Comparison of the occurrence of different JET disruption classes as a fraction of the number of 

discharges above Ip=1MA, i.e. 1% means, 1% of the discharges disrupted due to the specified class. The 

first column set gives the average over the period from 2000-2011, comprising 22243 discharges and 1654 

disruptions as discussed in ref. [12]. The second column shows the data for the final carbon wall campaign 

from 2007 to 2009, having 6907 discharges and 364 disruptions, which can be compared directly with the 

third column that shows the average for the ILW campaign from 2011 to 2012 with 2824 discharges and 

273 disruptions. For this campaign a new disruption class, due to too strong core radiation, has been added 

(in italic). 

 

Figure 3: A summary of events of a characteristic disruption due to high-Z impurity accumulation and a 

peaked radiation profile. a) The Plasma current. b) The total input and neutral beam injection (NBI) power 

only compared to the total radiative power. c) The core temperature and that at normalised radius of ρ=0.7 

as measured by electron cyclotron emission (ECE) spectroscopy and high resolution Thomson scattering 

(HRTS). The (first) thermal quench is marked by an arrow. d) The volume averaged and central density as 

measured by HRTS. e) The amplitudes of n=1 and n=2 and the locked mode amplitudes. f) The internal 

inductance.  
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Figure 4: Spectrogram summarising the n=1,2,3 and 4 MHD activity in the final stages of the JET pulse no. 

82005 (see figure 3). The arrows give the times for which CRONOS calculated the central q to increase 

above the respective values. 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of two nearly identical thermal quenches (marked by the arrows), one that develops 

a VDE and current quench while the other improves and results in a soft landing. a) The plasma current. b) 

The central temperature and that measured at 0.7 of the minor radius, as measured by the heterodyne 

Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) spectrometer. c) The total radiated power as measured by the JET 

bolometer. d) The radiation seen by JET bolometer channel, viewing horizontally through the plasma 

centre. e) The n=1 and locked mode amplitude shown by the dashed and solid curve, respectively. f) The 

vertical plasma position. 

 

Figure 6: a) The disruptivity as a function of the triangularity, b) and as a function of plasma current, for all 

unintentional and mitigated disruptions in 2011-2012. 

 

Figure 7: a) The disruptivity over 2011-2012 only considering disruptions due to high radiation peaking, as 

a function of the radiation and temperature profile peaking. b) The predictive disruptivity for the same 

parameter range. c) The average duration up to the thermal quench. In order to have statistical relevance 

only those parameter areas are shown for which at least 1.875s of operation was achieved during 2011-

2012. 

 

Figure 8: a) The disruptivity as a function of the edge safety factor (q95) and the internal inductance using 

the same dataset as used for figure 7. b) The predictive disruptivity. The inset histogram gives the average 

values of predictive disruptivity versus q95 only, in arbitrary units.   

 

Figure 9: a) The predictive disruptivity as function of the fraction of ICRH power, i.e. fICRH=PICRH/ 

(PICRH+PNBI+POHMIC), and the peaking of the temperature profile. The calculation was carried out using an 

extended dataset, comprising the same set as used for figure 7 and 8, enlarged with data from the first 

period of operation in 2013 (up to JET pulse no: 85335). b) A slice of the previous graph showing the 

average predictive disruptivity for a fixed range of temperature profile peaking (from 3 to 4) as a function 

of fICRH. 
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Figures and Tables 
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Figure 1: The unintentional and total disruption rate for the various stages of the first operations with 

the ILW at JET. The commissioning phases are labelled with a c, additionally the fraction of 

discharges that had a disruption mitigated by massive gas injection is given.   
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Figure 2: A schematic overview, showing the statistics of the sequence-of-events up to the (first) 

thermal quench for 275 unintentional disruptions at JET during the period 2011 to 2012. The width 

of each arrow indicates the number of cases found in the database. For comparison with the carbon 

wall operations, the MHD→ML arrow width is kept the same as that used in figure 4 in ref. [12]. 

Table 1 and 2 explain the node labels. Those nodes in grey were absent in 2011-2012, while those 

in blue are new on the graph (RPK: radiation peaking, PRO: reciprocating probe, DIA: diagnostic 

failure) 
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a) Physics problem Label 
  
General (rotating) n=1 or 2 MHD   MHD 
Mode Lock ML 
Low q or q95~2 LOQ 
Edge q close to rational (>2) QED 
Large sawtooth crash SAW 
Neo-classical tearing mode NTM 
Internal kink mode KNK 
Reconnection  REC 
  
Radiative collapse (Prad>Pin) RC 
MARFE MAR 
Greenwald limit (nGW) GWL 
High density operation (near nGW) HD 
Radiation peaking RPK 
  
Too low density (and low q) LON 
H to L back-transition HL 
Strong density peaking NPK 
Too strong internal transport barrier ITB 
Strong pressure profile peaking PRP 
Negative central magnetic shear MSH 
Large edge localised mode (ELM) ELM 
Vertical displacement event VDE 
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b) Technical problem Label 
  
Impurity control problem IMC 
Influx of impurities IMP 
Density control problem NC 
Too much gas from gas injection GIM 
No (effective) pumped Divertor DIV 
Shape control problem SC 
Plasma too close to the wall WAL 
High recycling RCY 
Other real-time control problem RTC 
Emergency shut-down STOP 
Manual emergency stop by operator SL 
  
Wrong validated density for feedback PDV 
Magnetic signal(s) error MAG 
Reciprocating probe  PRO 
Na influx by Lithium beam diagnostic LIB 
Other diagnostic problem DIA 
  
Too little auxiliary power AUX 
Too little torque / rotation ROT 
Problem with Neutral Beam Injection  NBI 
Impurity release due to LHCD LHC 
Impurities from ICRH antennae ICH 
  
Problem with vertical stability control VS 
(Intentional) vertical kink VSK 
Temperature too high in VS amplifier VST 
Over-current in VS amplifier VSI 
Other failure of VS amplifier VSA 
  
Human error  HUM 
Too fast a current ramp-up IP 
Other power supply problem PS 
Unidentified impurity influx UFO 
Problems due to pellet injection  PEL 
Impurity influx by laser ablation  ABL 
  
No clear cause NON 

 

 

Table 1: List of physics instabilities and limits or technical problems related to JET disruptions found 

during the period of 2000 to 2012, as explained in detail in ref. [12], with a new addition in italic, as 

discussed in section IV. The second column gives the label used in figure 2.  
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JET Disruption Classes 2000-2010 2007-2009 2011-2012 
 % % % 
Impurity (control problems) 1.39 0.91 1.63 
Density control problems 1.16 1.36 0.99 
Auxiliary power shut-down (H-L) 0.74 0.41 0.07 
Too strong core radiation   4.60 
Fast emergency shut-down 0.71 0.38 0.11 
Neo-classical tearing mode 0.61 0.39 0.50 
Shape control problems 0.45 0.20 0.11 
Current ramp-up 0.44 0.19 0.11 
(Low density) Error field mode 0.42 0.43 0.81 
Strong internal transport barrier  0.38 0.14 0.00 
Vertical stability control problem 0.34 0.52 0.04 
Greenwald limit  0.18 0.10 0.00 
No clear classification 0.62 0.23 0.39 

 

Table 2: Comparison of the occurrence of different JET disruption classes as a fraction of the number of 

discharges above Ip=1MA, i.e. 1% means, 1% of the discharges disrupted due to the specified class. The 

first column set gives the average over the period from 2000-2011, comprising 22243 discharges and 1654 

disruptions as discussed in ref. [12]. The second column shows the data for the final carbon wall campaign 

from 2007 to 2009, having 6907 discharges and 364 disruptions, which can be compared directly with the 

third column that shows the average for the ILW campaign from 2011 to 2012 with 2824 discharges and 

273 disruptions. For this campaign a new disruption class, due to too strong core radiation, has been added 

(in italic). 
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Figure 3: A summary of events of a characteristic disruption due to high-Z impurity accumulation 

and a peaked radiation profile. a) The Plasma current. b) The total input and neutral beam injection 

(NBI) power only compared to the total radiative power. c) The core temperature and that at 

normalised radius of ρ=0.7 as measured by electron cyclotron emission (ECE) spectroscopy and high 

resolution Thomson scattering (HRTS). The (first) thermal quench is marked by an arrow. d) The 

volume averaged and central density as measured by HRTS. e) The amplitudes of n=1 and n=2 and 

the locked mode amplitudes. f) The internal inductance.  
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Figure 4: Spectrogram summarising the n=1,2,3 and 4 MHD activity in the final stages of the JET 

pulse no. 82005 (see figure 3). The arrows give the times for which CRONOS calculated the central q 

to increase above the respective values. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of two nearly identical thermal quenches (marked by the arrows), one that 

develops a VDE and current quench while the other improves and results in a soft landing. a) The 

plasma current. b) The central temperature and that measured at 0.7 of the minor radius, as 

measured by the heterodyne Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) spectrometer. c) The total 

radiated power as measured by the JET bolometer. d) The radiation seen by JET bolometer 

channel, viewing horizontally through the plasma centre. e) The n=1 and locked mode amplitude 

shown by the dashed and solid curve, respectively. f) The vertical plasma position. 
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Figure 6: a) The disruptivity as a function of the triangularity, b) and as a function of plasma 

current, for all unintentional and mitigated disruptions in 2011-2012. 
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Figure 7: a) The disruptivity over 2011-2012 only considering disruptions due to high radiation 

peaking, as a function of the radiation and temperature profile peaking. b) The predictive 

disruptivity for the same parameter range. c) The average duration up to the thermal quench. In 

order to have statistical relevance only those parameter areas are shown for which at least 1.875s 

of operation was achieved during 2011-2012. 
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Figure 8: a) The disruptivity as a function of the edge safety factor (q95) and the internal 

inductance using the same dataset as used for figure 7. b) The predictive disruptivity. The inset 

histogram gives the average values of predictive disruptivity versus q95 only, in arbitrary units.   
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Figure 9: a) The predictive disruptivity as function of the fraction of ICRH power, i.e. 

fICRH=PICRH/ (PICRH+PNBI+POHMIC), and the peaking of the temperature profile. The calculation was 

carried out using an extended dataset, comprising the same set as used for figure 7 and 8, enlarged 

with data from the first period of operation in 2013 (up to JET pulse no: 85335). b) A slice of the 

previous graph showing the average predictive disruptivity for a fixed range of temperature profile 

peaking (from 3 to 4) as a function of fICRH. 

 

 

 


